
Does the sun rise in the East?

December Solstice : 21 December
On the December solstice, in the Northern Hemisphere, the day is shortest and
the night is longest. On this date, the angle of the sun’s rays are perpendicular
to the earth at the Tropic of Capricorn. You can observe much more on these
days.
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https://bit.ly/3GHSfYg

Materials : A view of sun (near) sunrise (and/or sunset), compass (magnetic or digital)
Measure : position of sunrise (and/or sunset)

Experiment
Observe sunrise or sunset
Start your observation on 21 December before sunrise or before sunset. Use
your compass to face East at sunrise (or West for sunset). Watch your horizon
carefully.
Measure
Keep a compass at eye level. Watch the sun as it starts to come up from the
horizon at sunrise (or go down to the horizon at sunset). You will notice that
the sun doesn’t rise exactly in the East (or set exactly in the West)!

Sunrise in December
CC: Vijay Ravikumar

On your compass, measure the difference in angle of sunrise from east (or
sunset from west).
Share your data
Fill out a Google form linked on the web page with: pincode, latitude,
sunrise/sunset, time of observation, angle of difference .
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What can you find?
Southernmost sunrise (or sunset):
The angle you measure on 21 December from East at sunrise (or from West at
sunset) is the southernmost rising (or setting) point of the sun for your
location.
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Why: The difference in angle, from East at sunrise
(or West at sunset), on the December solstice
increases as you go further North from the equator.
Can you tell how far North you are by the angle you
measured for sunrise (or sunset) on the December
solstice?

Does the sun ever rise in the East and set in the West?
The December solstice is the southernmost sunrise/sunset point. After this, the
sunrise/sunset point starts moving North. So does the sun ever rise in the East
and set in the West? If so, when? When is the northernmost sunrise/sunset?
You can observe and find out for yourself!
Observe the sunrise/sunset from the same point once a month. You can take a picture at each
observation to record this change in sunrise or sunset point. It also helps to have some
stationary reference points on the horizon (eg. mountains, buildings, trees).

Send us what you see!
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh
Sunset in December
CC: Alok Mandavgane
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Palakkad, Kerala
Sunset in December
CC: Pranav Sreerag
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